Qedoc Quiz Player

Main features:

• Ease-of-use
  o Designed and tested for use by children as well as adults.
  o Converts all authored material into an easily and intuitively walked-through learning experience.

• Look-and-feel
  o Embeds authored content in a choice of professional, state-of-the-art skins or themes.
  o Modifiable interface to suit individual learners' needs or tastes. Choose from dozens of sound effects, icons, background images and color schemes. Resize text to suit visual needs.

• Multiplayer
  o Online multiplayer: access to QEDOC Learning Communities. Compete with colleagues, friends, family and fellow students.
  o Hotseat multiplayer: supports multiple users on one computer with a user management system including avatars.

• Motivation
  o Rewards systems and long-term score tracking.
  o Randomization routines ensure freshness of material.